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Abstract

In this communication, an exact analytical solution of magnetostatic surface waves propagating along the
boundary of a single interface of nonlinear ferroelectric cover and a linear frequency dependent ferrite is
derived for the first time. Propagation characteristics are simulated by a software program and some
numerical results are illustrated.
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1 Introduction
The behavior of nonlinear surfaces, and guided waves in nonlinear Kerr-like media has been intensively
studied some decades ago [1-5]. Recently, there has been great interest in the electromagnetic magnetostatic
surface waves propagating in a layered wave guide structure containing nonlinear or linear dielectric and
gyromagnetic media [6-13]. This is due to its application in non reciprocal devices such as isolators,
circulators, microwave integrated circuits and signal processing devices [6-13]. There is now a new shift of
research in the physical properties of ferroelectric materials due to its promising applications in future
microwave engineering technology [13-17]. New ferroelectric's materials such as Barium Strontium Titanate
have been developed with low loss and field dependent permittivity that can be varied by a factor 4, which is
suitable for a number of tunable circuits [13-17]. In this paper a new type of magnetostatic surface waves
propagating along the single interface of Ferrite substrate and a nonlinear Ferroelectric cover has been
obtained. We derive an exact analytical dispersion equation and compute the propagation characteristics by a
software program.

2 Theory

Stationary TE s-polarized waves propagate in the χ direction and the applied magnetic field is along the y-
axis and normal to the wave propagation. The dielectric permittivity of the ferroelectric medium can be
written as [14]

*)

Eyy (ω, \E\) = ε(ω) + a{ (ω)ε0 \E\ + a2 (ω)ε0 \Ε\ (1)

where the first term limits to the linear part, the following terms correspond to the second and third-
order polarization effects respectively. The solution is obtained for both second and third order
polarization effects turned on simultaneously. All the components of the fields are taken to be

proportional to e'(k"*~<a), where A^is the propagation constant, and ω is the operating angular

frequency.
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Fig. 1: Coordinate system for the single interface between a nonlinear ferroelectric cover and a
linear ferrite cladding, the applied magnetic field is in the y-direction

2.1 In nonlinear ferroelectric cover (°° > ζ > 0)
The governing equation for the electric field component Ey derived from Maxwell's equations takes the

form

32£
γ- + (kQ Eyy ~ kx )Ey = 0 (2uf)

dz^

where k = ω I c is the vacuum wave vector. Taking into account that Ey (z) must be real, the above

nonlinear equation for the Ε can be written as:



9 Ε „ 2

The first integral of Eq.(2b) can be found as:

2 2 2 3
= 0 (2b)

(3)

7 *> 7
where k2 = k - ELk0 , and C is the first integration constant. This equation can be written as:

(4)

As no waves are leaving or entering the cover, the constant C is set to equal zero in the above equation.
Assume that

b—lk*aeif 0 1 0

c = --k0

2a2e0

Eq.(4) can be written as

dz
(5)
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Taking the square root of Eq. (5) and integrating by using the table of integrals [18,19]. We get:

=(z + z )

(*2 * 0) (6)

Solving Eq.(6) for E, we get after simplification:
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(7)
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and the other Η component is

(9)

(8)

where

(10)

and e is an implicit common factor in Eqs. (7-10).

2.2 In the ferrite substrate

The magnetic ferrite substrate is characterized by a frequency dependent permeability polder tensor as
[6-11]:

μα ° J'/O
ο Ο (11)

where

0)0 -<
7 >

with C0m and ω0 given in terms of the magnetization M0 and external field H0.

u)m = 7μΜ0, ω0 = 7μΗ0. μΗ0 is the external magnetic field, μΜ0 is the saturation magnetization of the

ferrite, and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio.

The propagation of magnetostatic surface waves in a ferrite (YIG) substrate is well described by using the

magnetostatics approximation as: V Λ Η = Ο , V.B = Ο .



The components of the magnetic fields for the TE magnetostatic waves in the YIG can be written by taking
into accounts some of the assumptions which have been mentioned in [6 ]. The components of the magnetic
fields of the magnetostatic surface wave can be derived from the magnetic potential as [6]:

A, = OtAexp(kz)e (12α)

=-iAexp(k z)e (Ub)

''ν,Α0') 02.)

where 5 = ±1 , S = 1 stands for the propagation of the waves in forward direction, and S = -1 for the

backward direction.

2.3 Derivation of dispersion relation

The determination of the dispersion relation requires the match of electromagnetic boundary conditions at

2 = 0, namely continuity of the fields components hx,B2,(ey). The boundary conditions then yield the

following dispersion relation:

k2 [b -4*2ctanh
-— (S-Vxz + Vxx )=-

k\ [b11 -4k2ctsmh (k2zQ)]{2bsech

+secA (£2ZQ)]} + 8*2ctanh(-£2z0)secA (k2z0)4-bssch (k ζ )±sech(k ζ )tanh(-k ζ )J4k c-b 1·
I J

(13)

the subscripts 1 and 2 in Eqs.(13) denote the linear and nonlinear media. In our analytical derivation, &, = k

for the magnetostatic surface waves [10,11].

We can easily examine the above general dispersion equation. The first case is if a^ = 0 -» b = 0, then we

have:

tanh(*2z0) = —-$.μχζ + μχχ (14)

*1

which is the same equation obtained by Boardman [6] describing the dispersion characteristics of waves
propagating along the single interface of gyromagnetic substrate and Kerr-like nonlinear cover. If we go

further by taking μχζ = 0, and μ^ = 1 for non-magnetic media, we can reach the linear dispersion equation

of TE propagating along the single interface [3], as tanh(£-ZQ) = -k k . The second case is: if

a- = 0 -» c = 0, which means that we consider the ferroelectric medium as a non-Kerr like medium, we get,

l (Ξ.μχζ + βχχ) (15)



(k 7 /\ k /
If μ^ = \,μχζ = Ο, we get the same equation obtained by Shabat [12], tanW 2 % Γ ~ /k '

3 Numerical results and discussion

In our computation, we used the data given by Shabat [7] i.e. μ 0 // 0 =0.05Γ, μο=1.25

μφΜ,) = 0.1750Τ,γ = 1.76x10 rods Τ . We considered the second- and third-order polarization

effects by giving the parameters ai and a2 hypothetical values 3/2 & 2/3 respectively. In the region of

magentostatic surface waves as μν < 0, the frequency is in the range from J/0 (/Q + fm) to (/Q + fm),

where /0 = ω^π and fm - <a'"/-Ln. Since S = ±1,where S = 1 for propagation in the forward direction, and

S = -1 for the backward direction.
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Fig. 2(a) Computed general dispersion curves in a Forward direction at (1) u = 0.3, (2) 0.5, (3) 0.7, (4) 0.9,

μ0//0 =0.05 Γ, μβ = 1.25,μ0Λ/0 =0.1750 Τ, γ = \.76xl011 rods'1 T~l

The nonlinear dispersion equation (13) has two different solutions, depending upon the direction of
propagation or the direction of external magnetic field. Since the nonlinear term u = tanhfezo) has the values
in the range of (-1,1). Hence we get a three variables equation. The values of u i.e. 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. We
solved the dispersion equation numerically using a variation on Newton's method. Fig.2a and Fig.2b display
the propagation characteristics for three different values of the nonlinearity (u) for the forward, backward
wave directions respectively. All of the dispersion curves display (i) expected nonreciprocal behavior, which
is important in microwave signal processing technology, since the propagation characteristics to the left
(k<0) and to the right (k>0) are not symmetrical, (ii) only the forward propagation dispersion curve has a
large wave number limit in accordance to the familiar magnetostatic limit. It also displays the originating

points for the forward and backward directions where /. = 2.96GHz which have the same values as for the

linear propagation characteristics of the waves. The final points are getting higher beyond the final point for



the linear dispersion equation, which is greater than (/·, = /j +'m/ ) in the previous studies [10,11]. This

is due to the inclusion of the second and third order effects of the ferroelectric medium. The dispersion
relation can be controlled by selecting the nonlinear term u and other physical parameters of the structure.
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Fig. 2(b) Computed general dispersion curves in a Backward direction at (1) u = 0.3, (2) 0.5, (3) 0.7, (4) 0.9,

μ0Η0 =0.05 Γ, μβ =1.25,μ0Λ/0 = 0.1750 Γ, γ = 1.76χ\011 rads~l T~l

4 Conclusions

We have derived an exact solution of the dispersion equation of the wave propagation along the single
interface of a nonlinear ferroelectric cover and a linear ferrite substrate. The results and method could be
used to analyze electromagnetic dispersion characteristics in a various waveguide structure containing a new
artificial ferroelectric material. Further potential work in this area is very promising and under consideration.
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